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ABSTRACT

Rapid development of technologies and their penetration into all sectors generates a wide range of streamlining of production and trade processes. Electronic commerce is the area in which information and communication technology (ICT) is an essential and indispensable element. It is based on the use of e-commerce systems. An e-commerce system combines several parts consisting of customers, suppliers (sellers, dealers, producers, businessmen, etc.), the web server (web interface), the information system (ERP, CRM, the database system), the payment system, the dispatch system and the legislature itself. All these subsystems must be managed both at the operational level and in terms of the whole e-commerce system. E-commerce systems are tools meant to support the supply chain (SC), the quality of which as well as other parts of the e-commerce system largely depend on management processes representing supply chain management (SCM). The optimal way to ensure the success of SCM is to use the methods of modelling and simulation based on appropriate models and mathematical representation of a real SC. Such models are constructed with the use of process and value-chain oriented approaches or based on the concept of multi-agent systems. Different types of models in conjunction with a suitable mathematical representation allow us to perform the simulation process which outputs can help managers make suitable decisions. The paper aims at presenting contemporary approaches to the supply chain modelling within e-commerce systems. Moreover, the case study emphasized hereby is oriented to present the sample simulation approach in order to find the optimal allocation of resources which are meant to minimize shipping costs.
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Introduction

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) has become an essential support for business activities carried out between all types of chain store operators. In a simplified form e-commerce is just buying and selling products online. In fact, it encompasses the entire online process of developing, marketing, selling, delivering, servicing as well as paying for products and services purchased by internetworked, global marketplaces of customers with the support of the worldwide network of business partners. [9] Essential support for electronic commerce is understood as the so-called e-commerce system. E-commerce systems are, by their very nature, systems that allow quick and inexpensive entry of company doing business in the domestic and foreign markets. One of the key areas that could have a significant impact on cost is a supply chain (SC) and in particular its part focused on warehouses location. General objective is always to determine which warehouses to open and which of these warehouses should supply the various stores such that the sum of the maintenance and supply costs is minimized. Management of any flexible system including delivery routes is possible by means of a heuristic approach. Economic profits are generated by minimizing losses. [2] In case of transportation goods, it is necessary to minimize the length of the defined delivery routes. The process of stocking with setting the locations for more distribution centres becomes even more complex by adding new limitations. [1]

1 E-commerce System

The e-commerce system is an information system with its own architecture. The architecture of an
information system encompasses the hardware and software used to deliver the solution to the final consumer of services. The architecture is a description of the design and contents of a computerized system. [3] System architecture must be designed so that the whole system ensures support for all key areas which are administration, sales, production, finance, logistic, supply chain, personnel, planning, IS/IT, security and finally management. Each key area is usually supported by one defined subsystem. To achieve the efficiency of the whole e-commerce system, all subsystems from which the system is composed, must be efficient.

Main basic components of e-commerce systems are customers, Internet, web server, CRM (Customer Relationship Management), ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), LAN (Local Area Network), cooperating suppliers and customers, payment system, warehouse system, delivery of goods, after-delivery (after-sales) services (Fig. 1). [12]

Basic components of e-commerce system are supported and controlled by the management (SCM - Supply Chain Management, FRM - Financial Resource Management, HRM - Human Resource Management, MRP - Manufacturing Resource Planning, CPM - Composite Product Mapping, etc.), hardware, software, people, co-operative suppliers, legislation, Internet services and so on. The whole e-commerce system must be seen as a part of business environment.

All managements and decision-making processes have to be targeted to the customers and their needs and requirements. Today, customers are more sophisticated and have higher expectations than those in past decades. They demand better products and services. This intense, competitive environment forces companies to operate more efficiently.

2 Supply chain in e-commerce

The term supply chain management is relatively new in literature, appearing first in 1982 by Oliver and Webber in book [8]. Supply chain management is viewed by many as a highly novel management concept, but comparison with earlier work reveals similarities. The fundamental assumptions, on which supply chain management rests, are significantly older [4].
Supply chain is one of the key areas in e-commerce. The supply chain is generally defined as a multi-system of operators, manufacturers, distributors, resellers and customers, among which is a flow of goods, information and finance. [5] The quality of the supply chain, as well as other parts of e-commerce system, largely depends on the set management processes. In this context, we speak of the SCM (Supply Chain Management). SCM concept includes not only the logistics process as well as strategic management of the entire supply chain, including supplier selection, distribution of production functions, outsourcing of capacity or processing of customer requirements. Successful implementation of SCM concept is fully dependent on the integration of enterprise resources, and together with ERP and CRM is the basic building block of information and corporate strategy of company. [11]

The aim of the supply chain is to deliver goods in the shortest time at the lowest possible price while ensuring the highest quality. Quality can depend, for example, on the safe transport appropriate to the nature of the goods and/or services and what is important, delivery of goods in the shortest time also leads to a reduction in storage costs. A characteristic feature of the supply chain is the network concept which contains a number of subjects, each with its objectives which are sought for in order to be achieved by means of the appropriate management system (Fig. 2).

![Supply chain network diagram](source: own)

A network of manufacturers, distributors, and subcontractors must be appropriately mapped to a network of warehouses. Warehouses may be owned by individual entities identified in the diagram as shown in Fig. 2 or entities (companies) specifically focused on warehouse activities.

Supply chain systems can be modelled by number of ways. In this context, the basic methods are process oriented and value-chain oriented approaches and for the purpose of simulation, multi-agents system approach is often implemented. The main difference between process modelling and value chain modelling is that process modelling specifies "how" a process is realized and implemented while value chain modelling specifies "why" the process occurs in terms of added value to the process participants. Specifying "why" and "what" is the main contribution of the value modelling approach compared to the process-oriented approach which focuses mainly on "how" and omits the "why". Optimization of all these approaches can be performed using linear and mixed integer programming. [10]

E-commerce is a direct sale which requires minimal number or zero intermediaries in the distribution of goods. The general objective should be that all members in the distribution channel work together toward an end goal of giving the best value to the final customer. One of the methods used in the SCM is the so-called ECR (Efficient Customer Response). The ECR principle consists in cooperation between retailers and their suppliers based on four pillars that are demand management, supply management, enabling and integrating factors. Ultimately, ECR allows us to achieve maximum cost reduction, improved service, optimization of stock management and production optimization. ECR benefit for suppliers is an opportunity for better planning of production and logistics cost savings. On the other hand, ECR help customers increase product availability and relative price decrease. Other methods for promoting SCM are CRP (Continuous Replenishment), QR (Quick Response), VMI (Vendor Managed Inventory) or CPFR (Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment).

Thousands of companies around the globe now use supply chain simulation and optimization methods. A necessary condition for optimizing the supply chain is knowledge of business environment...
and properly defined corporate strategy. In order to adapt to current market needs, companies should focus on most significant improvements.

Improvements should be based on measurable quantitative indicators, which are:

- number of order entry points;
- number of inventory locations;
- amount of inventory;
- number of manufacturing sites or locations;
- storage costs;
- shipping costs;
- speed of information and material flow through the supply chain.

Generally, standard metrics for supply chain management performance include time, cost, and variability [6]. High values for any of these metrics mean costly and inefficient supply chains.

3 Selection of warehouse best location

The warehouse location selection is processing of selecting the allocation centre in the economic region where there are some supply stations and the certain demand point. Generally, the warehouse location selection model has to match the principles of adaptation, coordination, efficiency and strategy. [15]

Selecting the best warehouse location to minimize shipping costs in the e-commerce systems remains the issue which requires finding optimal allocation of resources and must be addressed carefully. The type of location which is chosen depends largely on the type of the e-business. However, there are various areas worth considering before making a final decision. The warehouse must be located correctly to efficiently meet clients and customers delivery requirements taking into account road access in the possible areas. Moreover, supply chain management is a high impact mission that must win market share and customer loyalty as well as result in reducing total supply chain costs and increasing in forecast accuracy. Another important issue is the need to improve in order-fulfillment cycle time and extend the strategic capability. Proper strategic logistics planning should unavoidably lead to reducing the costs of logistics operations in order to improve customer service levels.

Distribution network design is a key business priority. Optimized distribution operations will significantly reduce distribution costs and product flows. These also let us model risk profiles and facilitate effective decision-making. Potential alternative distribution strategies must take into account customer locations while maintaining the present network design and consolidation of existing distribution depots. [13]

In the e-commerce systems there is the need to present an integrated model for the location of a warehouse, the allocation of retailers to warehouses and find the number of means of transport to deliver the demand and the required means of transport routing in order to minimize total transportation costs, fixed and operating costs and routing costs. Such models assume that the number of plants has already been determined and gives us the information what the number of warehouses to open is as well as how warehouses are allocated to plants. Moreover, we should know how retailers are allocated to warehouses and who the retailers really are. There is also the need to know in what order they will be visited and how many means of transport are required for each route. Minimum costs must be searched for. It is necessary to integrate location, allocation, and routing decisions in the design of a supply chain network. [7] Relocation of the manufacturer has adverse side effects such as causing the readjustment of many existing systems and creating many imminent strategic problems. One of such problems is the warehouse location of freight forwarders: they have to decide whether they should locate their warehouses in the new place, in current locations, or in new locations. The freight forwarders have to make responsible decisions and evaluate some potential warehouse locations. [14]

4 Problem formulation

There are $N$ shops given, $n = 1, \ldots, N$.

There are $M$ places for the location of warehouses $m = 1, \ldots, M$. 
The warehouse operating cost in the \( m \)-th point equals \( b_m \), \( m = 1, \ldots, M \).
The supply cost of the \( n \)-th shop from the \( m \)-th warehouse equals \( a_{m,n} \).
The capacity of the warehouse is marked by \( w_m \), \( m = 1, \ldots, M \).
The orders of the shops are represented by \( z_n \), \( n = 1, \ldots, N \).
Let \( x_{m,n} \) be the decision variable. The decision variable takes the following values:
\[
x_{m,n} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if the } m \text{-th warehouse supplies the } n \text{th shop} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

5 Mathematical model

There are the following allowable solutions:
\[
\sum_{m=1}^{M} x_{m,n} = 1 \quad - \quad \text{each shop is supplied by one warehouse only}
\]
\[
\sum_{n=1}^{N} x_{m,n} \cdot z_n \leq w_m \quad - \quad \text{the warehouse accepts orders which can be realized}
\]

Let us introduce the criterion of minimizing costs:
\[
Q = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} x_{m,n} \cdot a_{m,n} + \sum_{m=1}^{M} b_m \cdot y_m \rightarrow \min
\]

at the same time
\[
y_m = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } \sum_{n=1}^{N} x_{m,n} \geq 1 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

6 Heuristic algorithms

6.1 The choice of the cheapest warehouse \( (b_m) \)
\[
b_m = \min_{1 \leq j \leq M} b_j
\]

Not assigned shops with minimal costs are allocated to warehouses as follows:
\[
a_{m,n} = \min_{1 \leq j \leq N} a_{m,j}
\]

The shops allocated if the following condition is fulfilled:
\[
\sum_{j} z_j + z_n \leq w_m
\]
The allocated shops \( a_{m,n}, \quad m = 1,\ldots,M, \quad n = 1,\ldots,N \) are disregarded in calculations. The used warehouses \( b_m, \quad m = 1,\ldots,M \) are also disregarded in calculations.

6.2 The choice of the cheapest transport \((a_{m,n})\)

The minimal elements \( a_{m,n} \) from the matrix \( A = [a_{m,n}] \) are chosen subsequently. If for the \( m \)-th shop the warehouse has already been chosen, we ignore it in the further calculations.

If no new shop can be added to the \( m \)-th warehouse, we ignore it in the further calculations. In this way, we get the \( N \)-stage calculation process. Moreover, if \( \exists x_{m,n} = 1 \), we add the cost \( b_m \) to the criterion sum.

Conclusion

To optimize the final goods prize and maximize the profit of the manufacturers, distributors and sellers mean to take into account many factors that may influence the process of stocking and distribution by varying degrees. Certain factors of the optimum distribution and stocking processes are easy adapted to changing circumstances but the others might signify high input costs for every modification. The distribution centre location is one of those that should be planned very carefully before the realization as every additional change usually means new input costs. It is necessary to determine proper distribution channels. The distance between the locations of participating companies and expected customers means to set the locations of customers' centers. Determination of proper locations of customers' centers might be quite a sophisticated task as it is based just on the current orders, previous experiences and marketing survey. One approach to the discussed problem is formulated in the paper hereby. Economic control of the distribution system can be optimized for instance by the distribution channel specification which requires another approach. It means trying minimizing the total production time so that ready products are delivered to the output store in a stochastic way. The aim remains to avoid extra costs generated by prolonged delivery times and other unnecessary delays.

The heuristic approach to the problem is shown in order to make the correct decision regarding the means of transportation which plays the most important role. The paper deals with a logistic problem consisting in setting the proper location for stock of materials and products and their distribution in order to collect them in the store or directly deliver to the customer. Moreover, the optimal distances between participating companies and expected customers are sought by taking into account dependences that influence the shipping prize, the prize for stocking both materials and products and the other significant constraints too in order to minimize the costs of stocking and distribution.
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